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In this paper we investigate the medium modifications of girth distributions for inclusive jets and
Z0 tagged jets with small radius (R = 0.2) in Pb+Pb collisions with
√
s = 2.76 TeV at the LHC.
The partonic spectrum in the initial hard scattering of elementary collisions are obtained by a event
generator POWHEG+PYTHIA, which matches the next-to-leading (NLO) matrix elements with
parton showering, and energy loss of faster parton traversing in hot/dense QCD medium is calculated
by Monte Carlo simulation within Higher-Twist formalism of jet quenching in heavy-ion collisions.
We present the model calculations of event normalized girth distributions for inclusive jets in p+p
and Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV, which give nice descriptions of ALICE measurements. It is
shown that the girth distributions of inclusive jets in Pb+Pb are shifted to lower girth region relative
to that in p+p. Thus the nuclear modification factor of girth distributions for inclusive jets is larger
than unity at small girth region, while smaller than one at large girth region. This behavior results
from more soft fragments inside a jet as well as the fraction alteration of gluon/quark initiated jets
in heavy-ion collisions. We further predict the girth distributions for Z0 boson tagged jets in Pb+Pb
collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV, and demonstrate that the medium modification on girth distributions
for Z0 tagged jets is less pronounced as compared to that for inclusive jets because the dominant
components of Z0 tagged jets are quark-initiated jets.
I. INTRODUCTION
Energetic partons produced at early stage of relativis-
tic heavy-ion collisions (HIC) may lose substantial energy
through interacting with the quark-gluon plasma (QGP),
a novel nuclear medium under extreme conditions of high
temperature and energy density to be formed in these col-
lisions. This phenomenon is known as jet quenching [1–
3], which could provide promising tools to investigate the
creation and properties of the QGP. In the last decade
the experimental and theoretical studies of jet quench-
ing have been extended from the suppression of leading
hadron productions [4–15] to medium modifications of a
wealth of full jet observables, such as inclusive jets, di-
jets, gauge bosons tagged jets, heavy flavor jets as well
as jet substructures [16–50]. A full jet is a collimated
spray of final-state hadrons in e+e− collisions, elemen-
tary hadron-hadron collisions and the nucleus-nucleus re-
actions with a large center-of-mass colliding energies, and
the existence of the QGP should naturally alter the yields
and the internal structures of a full jet, and thus the
medium modifications of jet observables could be used
for tomography of the nuclear matter formed in HIC.
One interesting jet substructure observable is jet girth
(or angularity), which probes the radiation inside a
jet [51–55]. The medium modification of jet girth may
help us understand deeper the specific features of jet-
medium interaction by providing complementary aspects
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of the jet fragmentation such as jet transverse momen-
tum distribution, and shed light on how the jet substruc-
ture is resolved by the medium in HIC. Recently, ALICE
Collaboration has measured the normalized girth distri-
butions for an inclusive jets with small-radius (R = 0.2)
in heavy-ion collisions [52], which further facilitates the
studies of girth in HIC since the theoretical model calcu-
lations now could be confronted directly with the data to
infer some crucial information of jet propagation in the
QCD medium.
In this work, we present our study on the normalized
distributions of girth for inclusive jets and Z0 tagged
jets with jet radius R = 0.2 both in Pb+Pb collisions
at
√
s = 2.76 TeV. We utilize POWHEG+PYTHIA [56–
58], a model matching next-to-leading order (NLO) with
parton shower (PS) including hadronization in the final
state to obtain the solid baseline calculations of jet girth
in p+p collisions, which are then combined with a numer-
ical simulation of parton energy loss within the higher-
twist approach of jet quenching [67–70] to compute the
girth distribution in high-energy nuclear collisions. Our
numerical results of girth distribution for inclusive jets
give satisfactory descriptions of ALICE data both in p+p
and Pb+Pb collisions, where we observe a shift of girth
distribution to lower values in Pb+Pb relative to that
in p+p. The girth distributions of Z0 + jet in Pb+Pb
collisions at the LHC are calculated for the first time,
which show medium modifications of girth distributions
for Z0 + jet are less pronounced than that for inclusive
jets.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we will
introduce the framework of computing the normalized
distributions of girth in detail in p+p and Pb+Pb colli-
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2sions. The numerical results and detailed discussions of
the medium modifications of girth in inclusive jets and
gauge boson Z0 tagged jets are presented in Section III.
And Sec. IV summarizes our study.
II. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
We study a jet substructure observable, the girth,
which characterizes the radial distribution of radiation
inside a jet [51, 52], and is defined as:
g =
∑
i
pT,i
pT,jet
|∆Ri,jet| (1)
Where pT,i stands for the transverse momentum of ith
constituent inside the jet with transverse momentum
pT,jet. ∆Ri,jet denotes the distance between this con-
stituent and the jet axis. Girth is sensitive to the radial
energy profile of the jet, and for fixed jet pT , the jet is
more collimated with a lower value of girth.
In this paper a Monte Carlo model
POWHEG+PYTHIA, with next-to-leading order
(NLO) matrix elements matched with parton show-
ering [56–58], is used to simulate hadron productions
in p+p collisions. In our simulation the POWHEG
BOX code is utilized [57, 58], which provides a com-
puter framework for implementing NLO calculations
in parton shower Monte Carlo programs according
to the POWHEG scheme [59]. It has been shown
that, POWHEG BOX Monte Carlo program matched
with parton showering can make a good description of
productions and correlations for a variety of processes,
such as single-top production, di-jet, gauge boson+jets,
multiple jets etc. [60]. We generate the NLO matrix
elements for QCD dijet processes with POWHEG BOX,
and then matched with PYTHIA to simulate parton
showering and hadronization [61]. Fastjet package [62]
is used to reconstruct final state hadrons into full jets.
To compare with experimental data, events are se-
lected within the same kinematic cuts as imposed in
the experimental measurements that we will compare to.
In ALICE Collaboration data, jets are reconstructed by
the anti-kT algorithm with small radius R = 0.2 from
charged tracks where a cutoff with pT > 0.15 GeV is
imposed. The transverse momentum of jets are required
to 40 GeV < pT,jet < 60 GeV in central rapidity region
|ηjet| < 0.7. Our simulation results of normalized distri-
butions of girth in p+p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV and their
comparison with ALICE data are plotted in Fig. 1. One
can observe that, POWHEG+PYTHIA calculation can
provide reasonable description for girth distributions in
p+p collisions in the overall region, which will be served
as baseline for the subsequent study of nuclear modifi-
cation in heavy-ion collisions. We also plot the girth
distributions of quark-initiated and gluon-initiated jets
respectively at
√
s = 7 TeV in Fig. 1. We observe that
at the same jet pT , girth distributions of gluon jets are
broader than quark jets, and the peak of girth distribu-
tion for gluon jets is located at larger g relative to that for
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FIG. 1: Normalized girth distribution for inclusive jets in
p+p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV from POWHEG+PYTHIA
calculation as compared with ALICE data [52].
quark jets. It implies as compared to quark jets, gluon
jets have larger radiation width, and favor harder radia-
tion with wider radiation angle, on average.
In heavy-ion collisions, partons produced from hard
scattering will lose their energy due to jet-medium inter-
actions. In our analysis framework, with the initial jet
shower partons generated by POWHEG+PYTHIA and
the initial position of these partons in QGP sampled from
Glauber model [63], they propagate through the quark-
gluon plasma step-by-step after the formation of QGP.
The probability for gluon radiation happens in QGP dur-
ing a time step ∆t can be expressed as [48, 64–66]:
Prad(t,∆t) = 1− e−〈N(t,∆t)〉 . (2)
Here 〈N(t,∆t)〉 is the average number of emitted glu-
ons integrated from the medium induced radiated gluon
spectrum within Higher-Twist(HT) approach [67–70]:
dN
dxdk2⊥dt
=
2αsCsP (x)qˆ
pik4⊥
sin2(
t− ti
2τf
)(
k2⊥
k2⊥ + x2M2
)4 (3)
Here αs is the strong coupling constant, M the mass
of parent parton, x denotes the energy fraction relative
to mother parton, and k⊥ gives transverse momentum
of the radiated gluon. We have applied a lower en-
ergy cut-off for the emitted gluon xmin = µD/E in the
calculation, with µD the Debye screening mass. Cs is
the Casimir factor for quarks (CF ) and gluons (CA),
and P (x) stands for the splitting function in vacuum,
τf = 2Ex(1 − x)/(k2⊥ + x2M2) is the formation time of
the radiated gluons. The jet transport parameter qˆ is pro-
portional to the gluon distribution density in the QCD
3medium, and related to the space and time evolution of
the medium relative to its initial value qˆ0 in the central
region when QGP formed, which controls the magnitude
energy loss due to jet-medium interaction.
Multiple gluon radiation is allowed during each time
step, where the number of radiated gluons is assumed
to follow a Poisson distribution. The values of x and
k⊥ could be sampled according to the radiative gluon
spectrum in Eq.(3). A Hard Thermal Loop (HTL) ap-
proximation formula [71] dE
coll
dt =
αsCsµ
2
D
2 ln
√
ET
µD
has
been adopted to simulate the collisional energy loss
of the showered partons [45, 48]. The evolution pro-
file of the QGP medium is provided by the smooth
iEBE-VISHNU hydro model [72]. In our simulation,
qˆ0 = 1.2 GeV
2/fm is directly extracted from the so-
phisticated study of the identified hadron suppression in
Pb+Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV using the same evolved
QGP medium expansion [14]. Jet partons stop their
propagation on the freeze-out hypersurface of the fire-
ball (Tc = 165 MeV). After all the partons propagate
through QGP, PYQUEN method is used to preform the
hadronization process [73, 74]. In the model, the radiated
gluons are rearranged in the same string as their parent
partons, and these partons could fragment into hadrons
by standard PYTHIA hadronization procedure.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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FIG. 2: Normalized girth distributions of inclusive jets in
p+p and Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV as compared
with ALICE data [52].
We now could calculate the jet number normalized
girth distributions in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV.
We apply the same kinematic cuts as we did in p+p col-
lisions in the previous section. Shown in Fig. 2 are our
numerical results for girth distributions for inclusive jets
with radius R = 0.2, which are confronted against AL-
ICE measurements [52]. Satisfactory agreement can be
found between our theoretical calculations and experi-
mental data. Compared with that in p+p collisions, the
observed girth distribution in Pb+Pb is shifted to lower
values of g due to jet-medium interactions, which im-
plies that a jet in Pb+Pb may exhibit smaller radiation
width and has more softer fragments than that in p+p
collisions.
To compare the difference of girth distributions in HIC
and those in p+p in a more straightforward way, we can
plot numerically the nuclear modification ratio of girth
distributions RgirthAA , which is defined as:
RgirthAA =
1
NAA
dNAA
dg
/
1
Npp
dNpp
dg
. (4)
Present in Fig. 3 are RgirthAA of jet number normalized
girth distributions for inclusive jets, as well as the com-
ponents of inclusive jets: quark jets and gluon jets. One
can see there is an enhancement of girth distribution for
both quark jets and gluon jets at small g region, whereas
a suppression at large g region. And the nuclear modi-
fication for gluon jets girth distribution is stronger than
that for quark jets. Because inclusive jets consist of both
gluon jets and quark jets, it is natural to observe that the
curve of RgirthAA for inclusive jets goes between the curve of
RgirthAA for gluon jets and the one for quark jets. The over-
all shifting of girth distribution for gluon jets and quark
jets results from the more soft hadron fragments in these
jets in HIC, as we may demonstrate in detail later.
Another reason underlying the nuclear modification of
girth distribution for inclusive jets is the change of rel-
ative fraction of quark and gluon jets. In higher-twist
formalism of parton energy loss (as most of other mod-
els of jet quenching), gluons may suffer more energy
loss than quarks in QCD medium with its larger color
charge. So generally we should see the relative fraction
of quark jets should increase in A+A relative to p+p
collisions, and because girth distribution of quark jets is
spread over smaller g region as compared to that of gluon
jets, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the solo impact of fraction
changes of quark jets and gluon jets to form inclusive jets
will increase girth distribution of inclusive jets at small
g and decrease it at large g. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 3, where the curve labelled ‘inclusive jets: q/g frac-
tion alteration’ represents the numerical result of RgirthAA
by only considering the effect of quark/gluon jets frac-
tion changes due to energy loss while assuming there are
no medium modifications for girth distributions of pure
gluon jets and quark jets in heavy-ion collisions.
To understand why for normalized quark (gluon) jet
girth distributions RgirthAA > 1 at small g region, and
RgirthAA < 1 at large g region, as shown in Fig. 3, we turn to
another very closely related jet substructure observable
of girth, jet shape (or jet profile) [21, 24–26]. Actually,
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FIG. 3: Nuclear modification ratio of girth distribution of
inclusive jets as well as quark and gluon jets. The ratio from
ALICE Collaboration is preformed by Pb+Pb measurements
scaled by MC simulation in p+p [52].
girth gives the first radial moment of jet shape [51]. Jet
shape characterizes the averaged transverse momentum
profile of jet in ∆r which is defined as:
ρ(r) =
1
∆r
1
Njet
∑
jet
∑
i p
i
T,jet(r −∆r/2, r + ∆r/2)
pT,jet(0, R)
(5)
where r is the distance between jet constituent and jet
axis. piT,jet is the transverse momentum of ith con-
stituents inside jets. It is noted that, in our model all
the showered partons should lose energy when they trans-
verse QGP due to jet quenching effect. After they trans-
verse through QGP and hadronization, the hadrons frag-
mented from the less energy parton may fall off the kine-
matic cut of jet candidate. On the other hand, medium
induced gluon radiation will provide additional particles
in the event list.
Fig. 4 demonstrate the transverse momentum distri-
butions of quark and gluon jets inside jet cone calcu-
lated from jet constituents by four pT bins. We found
that the constituents with highest pT are more likely
distributed closely to jet axis for both quark and gluon
jets. We plot the nuclear modification factor of jet shape
RρAA = ρAA/ρpp in Fig. 5. It can be easily observed that
distributions of particles with low pT are enhanced in
Pb+Pb relative to in p+p, whereas distributions of par-
ticles with very large pT are suppressed, which holds true
for both gluon and quark jets. The enhanced distribu-
tion of soft fragments inside a jet can lead to RgirthAA > 1
at small girth for both gluon and quark jets.
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FIG. 4: Extended jet transverse profile of quark(top panel)
and gluon(bottom panel) jets in p+p collisions at
√
s =
2.76 TeV.
To see the impact of different medium modifications
of girth distributions for gluon and quark jets, we also
calculate the event normalized distribution of girth of Z0
tagged jets which are dominated by quark jets both in
p+p and Pb+Pb collisions. We adopt the same kinematic
cuts by CMS experiment [23] to select Z0 tagged jets
events in both p+p and Pb+Pb collisions. Two decay
channels are taken into account during the reconstruction
of the massive gauge boson Z0: Z0 → e+e− and Z0 →
µ+µ−. We choose events that electrons have peT > 20
GeV, |ηe| < 2.5, and muons have pµT > 10 GeV, |ηµ| <
2.4. Then the Z0 bosons are reconstructed by lepton
pairs with mass 70 GeV < Mll < 110 GeV and p
Z
T >
40 GeV. Jets are constructed by FASTJET from final-
state charged hadrons with the anti-kT algorithm and jet
radius R = 0.2. All the jets tagged by Z0 are required
to pass the threshold pT,jet > 30 GeV, and are rejected
in the radius of R < 0.4 from a lepton to suppress jet
energy contamination. Jets are further chosen to have
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FIG. 5: Nuclear modification ratio of extended jet transverse
profile of quark(top panel) and gluon(bottom panel) jets in
Pb+Pb to that in p+p collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV.
40 GeV < pT,jet < 60 GeV and |ηjet| < 0.7.
The normalized distributions of girth for Z0 tagged
jets in p+p and Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV are
plotted in Fig. 6. Compared to that in p+p collisions, the
girth distributions in Pb+Pb collisions are also shifted to
lower g region, which is the same as we have observed for
girth distributions for inclusive jets. We further calculate
the nuclear modification ratio of girth distributions for
Z0 tagged jets, as shown in Fig. 7. The nuclear modifi-
cations of girth distributions for Z0 tagged jets are much
stronger than that for inclusive jets. This distinction is
to a large extent attributed to the flavor composition of
Z0 tagged jets and inclusive jets. As shown in Table. I
Z0 tagged jets are dominated by quark jets while the
inclusive jets have a more significant fraction of gluon
jets. Because nuclear modification of girth distribution
for gluon jets are larger than that for quark jets (see for
example Fig. 3), the nuclear modification of girth distri-
butions for Z0 tagged jets should be weaker as compared
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FIG. 6: Normalized girth distributions of Z0 tagged jets in
p+p and Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV.
with that for inclusive jets.
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FIG. 7: Nuclear modification ratios of girth distributions for
inclusive jets and Z0 tagged jets in Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s =
2.76 TeV.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, with a NLO+PS event generator
POWHEG+PYTHIA for p+p baseline and HT parton
energy loss formalism for jet quenching, we have stud-
ied the nuclear modifications of girth distributions for
6quark jet fraction p+p Pb+Pb
inclusive jets 33% 45%
Z0 tagged jets 88% 92%
TABLE I: Estimation of quark jet fraction of inclusive jets and
Z0 tagged jets in p+p and Pb+Pb collisions at leading-order
(LO), with jet radius R = 0.2, 40 GeV < pT,jet < 60 GeV.
both inclusive jets and Z0 tagged jets with small radius
R = 0.2 in Pb+Pb at
√
s = 2.76 TeV. Our numerical
results of inclusive jets could provide reasonable descrip-
tion of ALICE data. We show girth distributions for
inclusive jets are shifted to lower girth region in Pb+Pb
collisions compared to that in p+p collisions, and similar
trends have also been observed for quark and gluon jets.
We find two factors contributing to the nuclear modifi-
cations of girth distributions: more soft fragments inside
a jet (inclusive jets, quark jets and gluon jets) after jet-
medium interaction, and the enhanced fraction of quark-
initiated jets in HIC. Girth distributions for gluon jets
show stronger nuclear modifications than that for quark
jets in HIC, since gluons may suffer more energy loss
than quarks in our model. We further give the predic-
tion of girth distributions for Z0 boson tagged jets in
both p+p and Pb+Pb collisions at
√
s = 2.76 TeV. The
medium modification on girth distributions for Z0 tagged
jets is found to be less pronounced as compared to that
for inclusive jets, since Z0 tagged jets are dominant by
quark-initiated jets.
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